The JennSwing® & Cubby® Gives Kids
with Special Needs The Joy of Playing!
No child should be denied the fun of playing in the park or at home with friends - even if that child has
physical disabilities or handicaps which might otherwise prevent this. Psychologists and educators along with
parents, agree upon the importance of play in a child’s development. Healthy attitudes about overcoming
obstacles and building self-esteem are developed at an early age. Play is an important way of gaining a sense
of belonging and feeling of accomplishment.

Now, we offer two heavy duty SWING FRAMES that can be used
with the JennSwing® and Cubby®, as well as other uses. The 10 ft
wide frame should be used outside and cemented in the ground, but
the 6 ft wide frame can be cemented in the ground outdoors or with
the use of optional feet placed on patios or indoors without marring
floors. The ten foot wide frame can be configured with any combination of two swings…with a normal swing and a Cubby® or
Jennswing®, two Jennswings®, or even used with two regular swing
seats. It has many uses. The six foot frame accommodates one
swing. The end frame fittings and top rails are powder coated in
green or red. Both the single and double frame use 2” galvanized
pipe for the top beam and legs.
The outside dimensions for the double frame are: The top of the
frame width is 10’ 3”. The bottom of the frame is width is 12’ 9 1/2”,
The overall depth of the frame is 7’ 2”. The standard height of the
double frame is 8’ tall. These dimensions are after legs are cemented
two feet in the ground.
The outside dimensions for the single frame are: The top of the
frame width is 6’ 4” wide: The bottom of the frame width is 8’ 2” The
over all depth of the single frame is 6’ 11” The standard height of the
single frame is 6’ 6” tall.

Special feet are available for
placing frames on patios or
on floors. Give children with
special needs…swinging!

Frames are available at other heights. Please specify how tall you
would like the set. Do not forget to add pipe length if you are setting
the set into concrete for a sturdier swing set.
Frames come with 2 3/8” stamped steel swing hangers. The
Jennswing® and Cubby® come ready to attach to the swing frames, with
s-hooks and shackles and a wrench to open and close the shackles.
For the correct length of chain for the Cubby® or Jennswing®, you will
need to specify the height of the top beam if you are cementing the
frame into the ground or ordering a custom height of frame.
Swings can be shipped via UPS as oversized 70lb boxes. Frames
must be shipped by truck. Swings and frames are shipped FOB
Santee, California.

Bringing Fun to the Playground!

JennSwing® and the Cubby® are designed to help meet the American Disabilities Act guidelines for playground
equipment in public recreation applications, make the term “handicapped accessible” mean more than just the
being able to watch. The seats are also convenient in that the child can be easily lifted onto and quickly
strapped in...an added advantage for parents and guardians! With its partially-reclined, body-embracing design
and easily adjustable safety harness, the JennSwing® and Cubby® offer children a safe and comfortable fun
ride. Give children with special needs the opportunity to enjoy the simple pleasure of swinging!

We now offer two different sizes of patented swings to better meet the
needs of different sized children. The larger JennSwing® will accommodate children up to 125 lbs. Its seat is 14” wide and 11” deep. The seat
back is 24” high. The knee to foot length is 14” long. It is 45” long
overall. The Cubby is made for smaller children, accommodating children
weighing up to 60 pounds. Its seat is 13” wide and 7” deep. The seat
back is 14” high. It is 31” long overall.

JennSwing & Cubby Advantages
®

®

• Addresses American Disabilities Act requirements
for accessibility and safety.
• Durable, rotational-molded plastic seat outlasts
other swing seats for children with special needs.
• Semi-reclined design offers better upper/lower
body support.
• Leg rest gives added support.
• Fully-adjustable safety harness securely locks child
into seat.
• Arm rest provide lateral support.
• Easily attaches to any existing swingset with S-hooks.

Low-profile, bodycontoured design for
upper/lower body
and leg rest support.

Rugged, lightweight
roto-molded plastic in
3/16” thickness for
years of worry-free use.

Harness material
made of woven,
water-resistant
polypropylene with
plastic side-release
buckles.
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